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Abstract. Fast flux and domain flux are widely used as evading tech-
niques to conceal botnet C&C server. But nowadays, more and more
machine learning schemes are introduced to recognize and detect fluxing
botnet automatically and effectively. In this paper, we propose a novel
fluxing scheme to hide C&C server in plain email sight. Email flux tries
to blend in with normal email communication. With the excellent repu-
tation of email servers, the malicious activity is more likely to get lost in
the normal email crowd. Therefore, DNS-based botnet detection schemes
are difficult to detect the email flux botnet. Comparing to the cost of reg-
istering a public IP address or a domain, the cost of registering an email
account is much less, and email account reveals less geolocation informa-
tion. And we introduce asymmetric encryption strategy to fortify DGA,
preventing adversaries from taking down the botnet by registering email
account before bot master. We also discuss possible countermeasures in
the future to mitigate email flux.
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1 Introduction

Botnet is a network of compromised computers, known as bots or zombies, that
could be remotely controlled by an attacker in the Internet, so-called botmaster.
Currently, botnets are the main platform for attackers to carry out large scale
cyber crimes, such as sending spams, phishing, launching distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attacks. According to Symantec report, in 2016 there are 98.6
million hosts controlled in botnets, which is an increase of 6.7 million over last
year [1]. There were at least 255,065 unique phishing attacks worldwide, which
represents an increase of over 10% from the 230,280 attacks identified in 2015
[2]. The number of DDoS attacks per day ranged from 131 to 904 in the second
quarter in 2017 [3]. Hence, botnet is one of the most significant threats to the
Internet.

To build a complete botnet, a stealthy command and control (C&C) channel
must be built between the botmaster and bots, through which the botmaster
can send commands to all bots. Due to host-based detection such as reverse
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engineering is hard, most defenders focus on detecting the C&C channel, trying
to cut off the communication and shut down the botnet. Therefore, the botmas-
ter will make every effort to conceal the C&C channel to decrease the risk of
detection. For example, [4,5] exploit social network to construct botnet, [6] uses
email protocol as C&C channel and [7] hides the commands in SMS message.

To make the C&C channels more stealthy, there are many evading techniques
such as fast flux and domain flux. With fast flux, the bots would query a certain
domain that is mapped onto a set of IP addresses that change frequently [8].
However, fast flux uses only one single domain name, which will lead to a single
point of failure. In domain flux, the botmaster associates one or more IP with
several domains to avoid being easily blocked by blacklisting.

Although the fast flux and domain flux techniques can hide botnet C&C
server behind a set of IP addresses or randomly generated domain names, the
defenders can also identify the botnets through DNS traffic analysis. The fast flux
and domain flux rely on DNS service, and there are some significant difference
between fluxing botnet DNS traffic and normal DNS traffic, such as the number
of different IP addresses resolved from the same domain, the length of each packet
and so on. Many machine learning models are trained to recognize suspicious
fluxing DNS communication automatically. Email is not a kind of IP-based C&C
delivery, thus the email sent by bot will have similar features in DNS traffic with
normal users. We propose an email flux method that can bypass the existing
machine learning detection techniques against fast flux and domain flux.

We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:

– We present the email flux, which is a different from fast flux and domain flux.
It applies randomly generated email addresses to establish the fluxing C&C
channel so that email flux could evade traditional machine learning methods
using DNS traffic analysis.

– We enhance the traditional domain generation algorithm(DGA) used in
domain flux, preventing adversaries from controlling the automatically gen-
erated email accounts in advance.

– We analyze the traffic, cost and reputation of email flux and prove its avail-
ability and concealment.

– We discuss the possible countermeasures in the future for mitigating email
flux and other possible new fluxing channels.

2 Related Works

Botnet is a network of compromised computers, known as bots or zombies, that
could be instructed by a controller in the Internet, so-called botmaster. Botnets
can be used to perform DDoS attack, steal data and send spam. In the face of
potential attacks, the Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is an important defensive
mechanism to defend against these possible attacks.

The common types of IDS techniques include: signature based detection,
anomaly detection, artificial neural network (ANN) based IDS and fuzzy logic
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based IDS [9]. The signature based detection can detect the malicious traffic by
using a set of rules and known signature attack stored in a knowledge database
[10]. However, the disadvantage is that it could not detect unknown new attacks.
The anomaly detection could detect abnormal system behavior and malicious
traffic, which needs to be specified a baseline by the security researcher. The
ANN based IDS detection utilizes ANN as a pattern recognition technique. The
fuzzy logic based on rule can detect the intrusion behavior of the traffic [9].

The core of the botnet is its C&C, many attackers use fast flux and domain
flux methods to hide their C&C channels [11,12]. By exploiting fast flux tech-
nique, the botmaster hides the real IP addresses that belong to his C&C servers.
Each bot can use the same domain name to connect with C&C servers, while
the IP addresses resolved are constantly changing.

There are many approaches to detect fast flux such as active or passive DNS
traffic monitoring. [13] uses a combination of passive DNS monitoring and active
DNS probing to detect botnets, which based on a cluster analysis of the features
obtained from the payload of DNS-messages and uses active probing analysis. [14]
is based on large-scale passive analysis of DNS traffic generated by hundreds of
local recursive DNS (RDNS) servers located in different networks and scattered
across several different geographical locations, to detect and track malicious flux
networks. They clarify four characteristics of flux domain names: (1) short TTL;
(2) high frequency of change of the set of resolved IPs returned at each query;
(3) large overall set of resolved IPs acquired by querying the same domain; (4)
the resolved IPs are scattered across many different networks. Then they utilize
these features to filter flux domains. Even though the fast flux seems to be
a fine evading technique, it has a single-point-of-failure problem. If a security
researcher discovers a botnet’s domain name, he will blacklist this domain name
and block the communication of botnet.

To avoid this issue, attackers utilize domain flux method to hide C&C servers
of botnet such as Tropig [8] and Conficker [15]. By using domain flux technique,
the botmasters can frequently change domain names mapped to a single IP
address. Each bot generate a list of domain names by running the same DGA and
then tries to connect to the domain names in the list until the success of finding
C&C servers. Generally, the inputs (or seeds) of the DGA are the current date
information and some numeric parameters. Unlike fast flux, domain flux is more
resilient to avoiding take-down attempts. More specifically, even if the current
domain is blocked, the botmaster only need to register the next domain to control
his botnet again.

Because the domain names change frequently, blacklisting domain name is
not effective. In order to detect domain flux, many approaches have been pro-
posed. [16] uses DNS query data and analyzes the network and zone features of
domains to build a dynamic reputation system. [17] monitors DNS traffic and
presents 15 behavioral features used in the identification of malicious domains.
[18] detects malware-related domains based on DNS resolution patterns by mon-
itoring DNS traffic from the upper DNS hierarchy. [19] preserves the privacy of
the users of the network and only uses the DNS replies to detect domain flux.
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[20] proposes a combination of clustering and classification algorithm that relies
on the similarity in characteristic distribution of domain names to remove noise
and group similar domains. However, it can only detect centralized botnet, not
P2P botnet.

The biggest difference between email flux and traditional flux is that email
flux uses email as C&C channel. In order to make the botnet hard to be shut
down, the fast flux and domain flux botnets sacrifice their concealment for
robustness. Whether it is fast flux or domain flux will generates anomaly DNS
traffic, and the existing detection methods for fast flux and domain flux can be
simply summarized by monitoring DNS traffic. In contrast, email flux do not
rely on IP-based C&C delivery. Although the emails sent by bot have a few dif-
ferences to normal email communication, it is almost the same from the point of
DNS monitoring. Thus the existing DNS-based detection method cannot catch
the email flux.

There are literatures that select other channels for C&C communication. [21]
utilizes the URL shortening service. The botmaster hides the IP address of C&C
server into URLs, and change URL into automatically generated alias. However,
it is still an IP-based C&C delivery. Visiting websites that do not exist will result
in Name Error DNS responses, which is suspicious and has been the target for
many detection methods like [22]. Besides, the algorithm that generates alias is
similar to DGA, so that the whole botnet may be taken over by the defenders
through pre-calculating and registering the alias [8]. We imporved the DGA and
use push mechanism to send commands directly to each bot in case of being
controlled by the defenders.

[7] selects SMS as C&C channel. Due to SMS message has to be sent by one
phone number which is in use by the owner of the compromised phone, it is easy
to be aware of. Email account does not combined with the compromised host, and
the botmaster can register and allocate one email account to each bot. [6] firstly
presents the feasibility of email-based botnet, we have made some development
on its basis. [6] does not present a complete botnet, it just proves the feasibility
that one bot can execute the command embed in email. It demonstrates the
difficulty for the defenders to crack the encoded commands from the point of
view of cryptography, however, the defenders can block the suspicious email
account without knowing the content. We propose a more specific and practical
email-based botnet, and introduce flux method to improve the robustness and
resilience of botnet.

3 Designing of Email Flux

We propose an email flux method to hide C&C channels. Our design derives from
traditional domain flux, but there are numerous differences between email flux
and traditional flux method. First of all, the C&C channel is different. Domain
flux is IP-based, thus a bot will generate anomaly DNS traffic, while email flux
is similar to normal email communication. Second, in traditional domain flux,
bots request commands from the generated domains, which is called pull mode.
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In our work, the commands are sent directly from botmaster to bot email
account, which is called push mode. Third, the email that embedded with com-
mands is stored in email server. Standing in the DNS perspective, the com-
munication is set between the compromised host and an email server, whose
reputation is much higher than the domain used in domain flux.

The process of a C&C communication is simple but efficient. The botmas-
ter embeds commands in emails with the asymmetric encryption algorithm and
sends the private key to bots directly. A bot extracts the command by its decryp-
tion key and responds to it. The response will be sent to email accounts which
are automatically generated and physically controlled by botmaster. Due to the
bots just send their response to those email accounts rather than get commands
from here, the botnet is impossible to be controlled by the defenders.

The email flux botnet uses a email addresses generation algorithm that gen-
erates a set of random email addresses composed of alphabet letters and digits.
The inputs of the algorithm will be the current date information and a cus-
tomized string. That is to say, there are 2 parameters which can determine the
output email address. The date will be automatically changed while the string
is determined by botmaster. The botmaster can change the generated email
address list at any time through sending a new customized string to bots. For
each round, such as a day, week, or the month, the email flux botnet generates
k (e.g., 1000) different email addresses through the algorithm.

The botmaster and each bot have to share an email addresses generation
algorithm, therefore, the botmaster and each bot will independently generate
the same lists of email addresses periodically. The botmaster can also ask bots
to change the customized string in order to get a new list of addresses. The
botmaster periodically registers certain email addresses in the list in advance.
Then, the bot contacts email addresses in the list in order until one succeeds–the
botmaster will reply the response to show its validation.

Email flux can be simply classified into two stages: registering the email
addresses to email providers and connecting to these email addresses via email.
Essentially, email flux refers to periodically changing and registering the email
addresses to bypass detection and blacklisting. There are many high reputation
email providers we can choose, such as gmail, outlook, yahoo, and so on. Hence,
in order to improve the resilience of email flux against take-down attempts, we
can frequently change the email service provider.

3.1 Registration Stage

The botmaster has to register the email accounts at first and then check the
response sent by bots. The botmaster needs to execute an email addresses gen-
eration algorithm to obtain k email addresses. The input of the algorithm will
be the current date and a customized string. After acquiring a list of email
addresses, the botmaster will select several addresses on the top of the list
and register them. In general, at the beginning of each day’s communication,
the botmaster can only receive message in the first email account on the list.
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However, as Fig. 1 shows, this address may be blocked by defenders because of
a large number of suspicious email communication.

Here, we take registering outlook mailbox as an example to explain the reg-
istration process in detail. Step one, log in to www.outlook.com. Step two, fill
in contact information and user information. Step three, enter an email address
generated by the algorithm. If this email address has been registered, the system
will prompt you to re-enter a new one. Step four, input validation information,
to confirm that the account created is a real person. Other mailboxes may need
to be verified by SMS.

Finally, the botmaster will receive a notification from the mail service
provider if the registration is successful. Then, newly registered email address is
available for email flux.

Botmaster Email Server

1. Execute an addresses 
generation algorithm

2. Register selected 
email addresses

3. Notify results

Fig. 1. Email flux registration

3.2 Connection Stage

Each bot will periodically try to connect with email addresses to send message,
as shown in Fig. 2. First, each bot independently executes an email addresses
generation algorithm to get k email addresses. The input to the algorithm is
also the current date a customized string. That is to say, the inputs of bot and
botmaster are exactly the same, to make sure the lists of email addresses are the
same as what botmaster generates.

Next, the bot attempts to send message to the email addresses in the list
in order until one succeeds. These email accounts play the role of C&C servers
because each bot will contact them. After sending its response, the bot will
receive two kinds of response: a confirmed message and undelivered message.
When the bot receives a confirmed message, it indicates that bot has successfully
connected to the C&C server. Due to the botmaster physically controls the C&C
servers, he can send email to bots to indicate he has received its response. The
confirmed messages are also be encrypted.

When the bot receive a undelivered message, it means the bot attempted to
contact an email address that had not yet been registered by the botmaster or
had been blocked by the email provider. In this case, the bot needs to connect
to the next email address in the list. If these email addresses all failed, bot will
contact the email addresses hard-coded in its configuration file.

www.outlook.com
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Address1

Address2

Address3

Addressk

Address4

.

.

.
Email Server

Bots1. Execute an addresses 
generation algorithm

2.Send messages

3. Response
a)confirmed message
b)undelivered message

Fig. 2. Email flux connection

3.3 Improvement of Algorithm

There is a weakness in traditional domain flux that use DGA to generate domain
names. Once the defenders know the DGA algorithm through reverse engineer-
ing, they can forecast and pre-register the next round of domain lists. [8] shows
how the defenders take control of a botnet through forecast and pre-register the
automatically generated domains. In order to make sure the communication can
be carried out successfully, in our work, the botmaster should register a number
of email accounts in advance and then pass the customized string he uses to
bots. Since the customized string is one of the parameters that determine the
generated email addresses, in this case, even though the defenders caputre the
bot and know the email address generation algorithm, they still cannot preempt
the email address on the top of the list. Those email accounts pre-registered by
botmaster should belong to different email operators so that it is impossible to
block them all in a short time. That gives the botmaster enough time to judge
whether the defenders know the email address list and deal with it.

4 Analysis

In this section, we use quantified data to analyze the feature, or advantage,
of email flux in detail. We set each list generated by bot with k=1000 email
addresses. The botmaster registers top 5 email addresses in the list. The email
service providers in the experiment we select are Gmail, Outlook, Sina, Foxmail
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and 163 email. First, we describe the traffic of email flux, and then we discuss
the reputation of email. Finally, we evaluate the costs of botmaster managing a
email flux botnet.

4.1 Traffic

In order to combat spam, email providers limit the amount of mails that each
user can send. These limits restrict the number of messages sent per day and
the number of recipients per message. After a user reaching the limits, he can’t
send new messages for up to 24 hours. However, they can still receive incoming
email. As shown in Table 1, there are some major limitations set by popular
email providers.

Table 1. Daily sending limit

Email provider Message sent per day

Gmail 500

Outlook 100

163 50

Foxmail 50

Sina 30

From the Table 1, we draw a conclusion that the number of messages sent by
each bot per day should not exceed the minimum 30. Thus, we set the number
of messages to n=20 in our experiment. We assume the botnet consists of 5,000
bots, thus the total volume of emails per day is T= 100,000.

As shown in Fig. 3, we get the total number of global emails in June 2017 from
https://talosintelligence.com. There are totally 59,209 available email server in
the world. Thus, each email server will receive an average of more than 6 million
emails every day. Supposing that all the bots use the same email server, the
percentage of malicious email is only about 1.6%. If the defender use traditional
detection method to locate bot members, they can only find the email server as
the C&C server of the botnet because each bot member sends message to the
mail server. If the defender blocks the detected email server, 98.4% innocent user
will be implicated. However, the bot will use different email service providers and
servers for communication. The effect of shutting down the email server will be
even worse. Thus, email flux is feasible, and traditional detection and blocking
method is useless for our email flux botnet.

4.2 Reputation

Reputation is an important factor in botnet detection. There are certain detec-
tion methods based on the reputation of domain [16,23,24]. Each domain has a

https://talosintelligence.com
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Fig. 3. Total number of global emails (billions)

reputation score upon registration. We select email as C&C channel, the email
account itself does not have reputation based on the traditional reputation com-
puting algorithm. However, the email provider does. Table 2 is the global rank
of major email providers we get from Alexa. It shows that the reputation of the
email providers that we use in the email flux botnet is extremely high. Thus
they are not easy to cause suspicion, which indicates the superiority of email
flux compared with other domain flux.

Table 2. Alexa rank of email providers

Site Global rank Rank in country (CN)

163.com 375 64

Sina.com 4,568 375

Outlook.com 5,014 9,088

Gmail.com 11,564 15,985

Foxmail.com 32,936 3,089

4.3 Costs

To compare with the costs of domain flux, we collect the price of registering a
domain as follows:

As shown in Table 3, the money spend on registering domains are very high.
Besides, the process of registering a new domain is cumbersome. The registrant
has to fill in their personal information such as real name, phone number and

https://www.163.com/
https://www.sina.com/
https://www.outlook.com/
https://www.gmail.com/
https://www.foxmail.com/
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identify card number. After submission, the relevant department will take a
phone call for verification. Thus, domain registration not only cost a lot but also
hard to fake. Traditional domain flux needs numerous of new domains every day,
which may bring a heavy burden for botmaster.

On the contrary, the email registration is far more convenient. First of all,
there is no fee for email registration. Then, the email account does not bind
with personal information except for phone number, and there is no verification
from email providers. Due to it is easy to register an email address, the price of
buying a email account is low. Thus, the botmaster can acquire email accounts
by manual registration on his own, automatically registration through certain
program or buying online.

5 Potential Countermeasures

In this paper, we classify detection of email flux botnets into three types: hosts,
DNS traffic and email providers. At hosts, security researchers attempt to detect
and analyze malware by monitoring system statues. However, malware can use
complex and advanced technology to conceal itself and increase the difficulties of
analysis. Network monitors usually monitor DNS traffic to detect botnet. Since
email services are very popular and have heavy usage volume, it is unlikely to
be noticed. Besides, all email flux traffic is encrypted by email service providers
automatically, and we also enhance the encryption to make it difficult for defend-
ers to investigate it.

5.1 Detection in Hosts

If security researchers can detect malware for botnets on hosts, then they will
know email addresses generation algorithms or addresses lists through a series of
analyzing. The security researchers may distribute these email addresses to email
provider for blacklisting. However, as email addresses are just a fraction of large
set of email accounts used for actual communicating, blacklisting techniques is

Table 3. The cost of registering domains.

Types Captions First year (CNY) Renewal (CNY)

.com Global registration volume first 60 78

.net The most popular domain name 65 78

.cn The most popular for Chinese people 35 68

.top To show one’s personality 9 34

.cc Competitive domain name 38 60

.org Trusted domain name 70 78

.shop For e-commerce 49 188

.me For personal use 28 160
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ineffective in countering such email fluxing. Reverse engineering of bot executa-
bles is a time-consuming process, and during this time the botmaster may send
commands to the bot to change the algorithm. Also, there are many evasion
techniques make reverse engineering difficult to be implemented. For example,
malware authors can utilize emulation technology to obfuscate malware [25].
They also can use code protection tools to protect malicious code.

5.2 Detection in DNS Traffic

Analyzing IP Addresses. Fast flux detection schemes typically analyze the
IP address diversity via monitoring DNS traffic. [26] analyzes traffic charac-
teristics and introduces dynamic whitelisting to differentiate between FFSN and
CDN. [27] develops a automated identification of fast flux domains by IP address
diversity and flux-agent. Email flux is different from fast flux and do not need
to frequently change IP addresses. Therefore, email flux can not be detected by
analyzing IP address diversity.

Analyzing Group Activities. There are some methods that focus on group
activities for DNS requests. [28,29] based on features extracted from groups of
domains, which has to consider a problem of how to group these domains. The
authors chose random groups of domains to overcome this problem. But there
is no rigorous way to test and verify the validity of these hypotheses. [30] also
considered the history of suspicious domain group activities, at the same time,
they still analyzed suspicious failures in DNS traffic. In email flux, the bot do
not generate a large of domains. Therefore, the above detection methods based
on DNS group activities are invalid for our botnet.

Analyzing Failures Resolutions. Many domains generated by DGA need to
be resolved via DNS, but the botmaster usually pre-registers only a small part of
domains. Thus it will result in failure resolutions traffic by queries of bots. [22]
presented a technique to efficiently analyze streams of unsuccessful domain name
resolutions to automatically identify DGA-based botnet by using a combination
of clustering and classification algorithms. Such failures domain resolutions also
called Non-Existent Domain (NXDomains). [31] utilized the failures around suc-
cessful DNS queries and the entropy of the domains belonging to such queries,
for detecting the botnet. [32] also proposed a light-weight anomaly detection
approach based on failed DNS queries, with a novel tool DNS failure graphs.
The graphs captures the interactions between hosts and failed domain names.
One of methods in [33] is identifying randomly name failed DNS requests. These
detection approaches mainly analyze failures resolutions, which is not applicable
in our case. Since email flux generates the email addresses instead of domain
names, they can not detect it.
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Analyzing Individual Domains. [34] presented a DGA classifier to classify
individual domains. They used two basic linguistic features named meaning-
ful characters ratio and n-gram normality score to tell DGA and non-DGA-
generated domains. [35] also focus on detecting domains on a per-domain basis.
They leveraged a random forest classifier to classify single domains. Similarly,
because email flux do not generate domain names, such methods also can not
detect it.

5.3 Detection in Email Providers

Limiting Registrations. In email service, there must be two email accounts
in one communication process. The IP addresses of each host used to access
domain is automatically assigned when connecting to the Internet. However,
the botmaster have to register an email account first and then use it. Although
we have improved the traditional DGA algorithm that do not need numerous
new email accounts every day, the botnet still needs a large number of email
accounts according to its size. Such a large scale is almost impossible for manual
registration, thus the defenders only need to prevent automatic registration.

Nowadays, registering an email account only need to identify a common
letter-based CAPTCHA. Obviously, they are insufficient because there have been
many ways to crack it [36–38]. There are many improved forms of CAPTCHA
and the email providers can update it.

Besides, if an email address is comprise of a series of random letters and is
not ’human-pronounceable’, it is probably automatically registered for malicious
intent. The email provider can set more limitation for them. For example, require
them to fill out their detailed personal information.

Restricting Newly Registered Accounts. The email flux botnet requires
the botmaster to register several newly generated email addresses and put them
into use every day. Generally speaking, the newly registered email account do
not receive a lot of emails because few people know its address. Thus, the email
providers can increase the security level of newly registered accounts, for exam-
ple, filter out all the emails whose contents or addresses are comprise of a series
of random letters and are not ’human-pronounceable’.

Some email providers, such as QQ, prohibit the newly registered email
accounts from using third-party clients to send and receive emails. It is a good
idea because the ability of dealing with the communication in a large-scale bot-
net is beyond the scope of human being, and a small-scale botnet can only result
in limited impact.

Broadening the Detection Focus. As email service providers are mostly pri-
vate enterprises, they need to pay special attention to the privacy of their cus-
tomers. Thus, the cooperation between the defenders and email service providers
are limited and only the email service providers can come into contact with the
email content. As shown in Table 4, it is true that the spam is the biggest threat
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in email field. But in fact, the email service providers only focus on checking
if an email is a spam with machine learning algorithms. That is to say, if the
botmaster can make the emails embedded with commands different from spam,
e.g. the frequency of sending, the format and length, it is highly possible to run
the botnet well.

Therefore, the email service provider should broaden their detection on spam
detection. For instance, if one email account often sends or receives emails with
the same content, it is probably controlled by a member of a botnet. Besides, the
cooperation with defenders should be strengthened within the range of privacy
protection.

Table 4. The percentage of legitimate emails and spams

Email type Average volume (billions) Percentage

Legitimate 63.79 14.45%

Spam 65 85.55%

6 Conclusion

As far as we known, we first proposed the email flux botnet. The bot can auto-
matically generate a list of random email addresses for covert email-based C&C
communication. The email flux botnet can obviously bypass traditional DNS-
based detection methods against fast flux and domain flux, because email flux
exploits the communication with good reputation email servers to build stealthy
botnet C&C channel without suspicious DNS traffic. And we enhance the tradi-
tional DGA algorithm used in domain flux, preventing adversaries from taking
down or taking over botnet by registering C&C email account in advance. We
discuss the potential countermeasures in the future to mitigate the threat of
email flux botnet.
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